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Abstract
In many full-field optical metrology techniques, i.e. interferometry, moiré, and structured light, the information about the measurand, e.g. displacement, strain, or 3D shape, is stored in the phase distribution of a recorded two-dimensional intensity pattern—the fringe pattern. Its analysis (phase demodulation) therefore plays a crucial role in the measurement procedure, significantly affecting the total accuracy of the optical system. Phase demodulation methods based on just a single fringe pattern are especially interesting, due to their robustness to environmental disturbances and ability to examine dynamic events. However, the calculated phase map is easily spoiled by errors, which appear mainly because of fringe pattern imperfections, i.e. random noise, parasitic interferences, a nonsinusoidal fringe pattern profile or a non-uniform image background. In this contribution, an advanced variational image decomposition scheme is proposed to reduce these phase demodulation errors. The reported purely phase domain method can be easily adopted to aid virtually any fringe analysis method, including single-frame and multi-frame phase-shifting, possibly enhancing retrieved phase distribution without the need for hardware manipulation. We employed it to improve single-frame Hilbert–Huang transform-based fringe analysis. The remarkable efficiency and versatility of the developed algorithm are verified by processing synthetic and experimental fringe patterns and phase maps. The demonstrated approach compares favorably with the very capable 2D empirical mode decomposition reference method.
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1. Introduction
When performing full-field optical measurements using interferometry, moiré, structured light, holography, etc, one often encounters the measurand encoded in a fringe pattern [1–3]. In numerical analysis, the pattern undergoes the phase demodulation routine to retrieve the information of interest. It can be seen as a transition from the fringe intensity domain into the phase domain. The fringe pattern phase can be associated with the local shape, orientation, and spatial frequency of fringes. This transition is usually performed using the multi-frame phase-shifting approach, requiring appropriate hardware and software and thus limiting the measurement time resolution. Therefore, very accurate and capable phase-shifting techniques do not fully cover dynamic events. Single-frame techniques are employed for transient event characterization. Their errors strongly depend on algorithmic solutions applied for single fringe pattern processing. The Fourier transform (FT) method [4] is very popular but has limitations in terms of the carrier spatial frequency and global spectrum filtering. The FT localized relatives, such as the windowed Fourier transform [5],
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S-transform [6], and continuous wavelet transform (CWT) [7], or other approaches including shearlet transform [8], spatial carrier phase-shifting [9], and regularized phase tracking [10], are generally very capable but require a set of parameters to be fixed. They can be computationally and algorithmically demanding, and exhibit characteristic errors (e.g. the CWT method introduces errors in areas of strong phase gradients correctable for an especially tailored numerical scheme). A similar remark may be made about the recently introduced continuous phase estimation method based on the implicit smoothing splines [11], which needs a valid starting point (phase initial guess) if it is to perform correctly.

Recently, the 2D Hilbert–Huang transform (HHT) was proposed for phase extraction from fringe patterns [12–17]. The 2D Hilbert transform [15–18] introduces numerically a π/2 phase shift to the original fringe pattern. In this straightforward way, a 2D complex analytic signal (with the original fringe pattern as the real part and its Hilbert transform as the imaginary part) is created, with easy access to its phase and amplitude distributions by computing the angle and modulus of a complex image. The HHT is a fast, adaptive and accurate approach, not strictly limited in carrier frequency and robust to fringe defects due to Huang’s empirical mode decomposition adaptive band-pass pre-filtering. The original fringe image needs background rejection to enable an efficient 2D Hilbert transformation. It is implemented by subtracting its last several decomposition components. The first empirical mode (or several first modes) of the original fringe pattern can be associated with noise and eliminated in a denoising procedure.

Every single-frame fringe demodulation method (and especially the 2D Hilbert transform) has three strong error sources, i.e. the noise (including parasitic interference fringes), the fringe background term [15–17], and the non-sinusoidal fringe waveform [1, 19]. Strong background variations and nonlinearly projected fringes (more historically recorded fringes) introduce errors regardless of the optical measurement technique (e.g. interferometry, structured illumination, moiré, holography) and the selected single-frame phase demodulation strategy. Moreover, in phase-shifting schemes, a change of background intensity between the images and the nonlinear fringe profile also cause a decrease in accuracy [1–3, 20]. The errors produced appear as residual fringes in an unwrapped phase map (a fringe-like periodic phase error [19, 20]). High-frequency noise transfers from fringe intensity into phase domain, often causing serious problems with phase unwrapping [21]. Parasitic interference fringes originating from spurious reflections in an optical setup also contribute to the final phase map deterioration.

In this contribution, without a loss of generality, we focus on phase error reduction in the single-frame phase demodulation techniques exemplified by the HHT [15–17]. The novel approach presented deploys variational image decomposition (VID) [22–25] previously used for fringe pre-filtering. The similarity and difference between fringe and phase filtration will be discussed in section 2. A straightforward yet very efficient and important modification has been incorporated into the classical VID algorithm, thus creating an advanced image decomposition method (modified VID, mVID). By ‘modification’, we mean the introduction of a tolerance parameter as a single and universal determinant for the end of the decomposition, understood as a stopping criterion for the iterative minimization algorithm used in VID to estimate the fringe part. VID filtration can be successfully applied to virtually any unwrapped phase map demodulated by one of the various single-frame, two-image and multi-interferogram methods. The proposed technique is validated in comparison with the reference method—advanced fast and adaptive bidimensional empirical mode decomposition (AFABEMD) [14, 16, 17]. Both are image processing tools working in the image domain (in our case, it is the unwrapped phase map domain) without resorting to any transformation or the need of hardware modifications.

The proposed processing path, presented in figure 1, can be expressed in the following steps:

1. fringe pattern pre-filtering using the AFABEMD method (background and noise rejection);
2. pre-filtered fringe pattern phase demodulation, using the 2D Hilbert spiral transform;
3. phase map enhancement using the proposed advanced VID method (compared with the AFABEMD reference technique).

Steps 1 and 2 comprise an already established HHT procedure, whereas step 3 is the main novelty of this paper. It is worth emphasizing that other phase demodulation techniques can be implemented, replacing HHT.

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 describes the HHT-based single-frame phase demodulation and the reference AFABEMD methods, section 3 introduces the mVID technique, section 4 contains numerical simulations evaluating the proposed HHT-mVID phase calculation method, section 5 presents experimental validation, and section 6 concludes the paper.

2. The Hilbert–Huang transform-based single-frame phase demodulation

A cosinusoidal waveform fringe pattern can be generally described as

\[ I(x, y) = a(x, y) + b(x, y) \cos (p(x, y)) + n(x, y), \]

where \( a, h, p, \) and \( n \) denote background, amplitude modulation, phase distribution, and noise, respectively. The reduction of phase errors can be initiated before phase demodulation by fringe pattern background elimination (\( a \)), neglecting higher harmonics and parasitic interferences (stored together with high-frequency noise) and contrast normalization (\( b = 1 \)). In an ideal result, we have a perfect fringe pattern with phase function modulating the argument of the cosine function

\[ I_F(x, y) = \cos (p(x, y)). \]
In the 2D HHT, the 2D empirical mode decomposition (EMD) based techniques (Huang’s part of the transform) were successfully employed for fringe pattern pre-filtering [12–17]. VID can serve this purpose as well [22–25]. Residual pre-processing imperfections affect the demodulated phase distribution calculated using the 2D Hilbert spiral transform (HST) [17–20], however. The HST computes a quadrature component (Iq) to the filtered fringe pattern (Ip):

\[ I_0(x, y) = \text{HST}(I_p(x, y)) = -i \exp(-i\beta)F^{-1} \times \{P(\zeta_1, \zeta_2)F[I_p(x, y)]\} = -\sin(p(x, y)). \] (3)

Here, \( \beta \) denotes a fringe orientation map, F and \( F^{-1} \) denote forward and inverse Fourier transforms, and \( P(\zeta_1, \zeta_2) \) denotes spiral phase function formulated in spectral coordinates as:

\[ P(\zeta_1, \zeta_2) = \frac{\zeta_1 + i\zeta_2}{\sqrt{\zeta_1^2 + \zeta_2^2}} \] (4)

In other words, the HST creates a 2D analytic pattern with its real part defined as a filtered fringe pattern (Ip) and its imaginary part as its quadrature component (Iq). Phase is calculated using the arctangent function to determine the angle of the 2D analytic pattern:

\[ p(x, y) = \text{angle}(I_p + iI_0). \] (5)

The HST is extremely sensitive to a locally non-zero mean value of the filtered fringe pattern [17–20], whereas noise transfers freely from intensity to phase domain. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance to remove the fringe pattern background accurately and possibly minimize noise. It is worth noting that the fringe pattern contrast normalization pattern background accurately and possibly minimize noise. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance to remove the fringe pattern background correctly and possibly minimize noise. It is worth noting that the fringe pattern contrast normalization procedure, the part to be preserved—true phase—can be considered as the lower spatial frequency component, and we aim at the residual fringes and noise removal. Residual noise, not filtered in pre-processing, also undergoes elimination in the phase error minimization procedure.

We aim at residual fringes and noise, \( \kappa(x, y) \), extraction for their elimination from the unwrapped phase, \( \varphi(x, y) \). We want to preserve ‘true phase’ constituting the fundamental term of the calculated phase, \( p(x, y) \). In fringe preprocessing the component to be preserved is the one containing the middle part of the spatial frequency bandwidth (fringes), and the terms to be filtered out are low spatial frequency background and high spatial frequency noise. In the phase error minimization procedure, the part to be preserved—true phase—can be considered as the lower spatial frequency component, and we aim at the residual fringes and noise removal. Residual noise, not filtered in pre-processing, also undergoes elimination in the phase error minimization procedure.

\[ \varphi(x, y) = \kappa(x, y) + p(x, y). \] (6)

Empirical mode decomposition was proposed by Norden Huang as a 1D signal processing tool [27]. Based on the extrema distribution, it adaptively decomposes a signal into sub-signals oscillating in various scales. Managing the set of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs; sub-signals, modes), one can create an efficient processing tool. In this work we use the 2D AFABEMD algorithm [14, 16, 17] as a reference technique. Image two-dimensional empirical mode decomposition is combined with the HST, creating the HHT. Essentially, each decomposed bidimensional component (2D IMF, BIMF) has the zero mean value necessary for efficient HST demodulation. An uneven background spoils the demodulated phase more severely than fringe profile non-linearities. AFABEMD decomposes an image into a set of BIMFs using order-statistic filtering. Introducing instead the morphological strategy employed in enhanced fast empirical mode decomposition (EFEMD) [14, 17] developed in our group, we could gain computational speed acceleration. It is worth noting that EFEMD produces fewer modes than AFABEMD. A high ‘mode resolution’ combined with high decomposition speed provides the driving force to propose AFABEMD as a reference technique. It works in image domain just like mVID, and is a software-oriented phase enhancement technique not resorting to any hardware modifications.

A short description of the AFABEMD processing path is as follows:

1. initialization of the image (fringe pattern in the case of fringe pattern filtration, and unwrapped phase in the case of phase enhancement) and detection of image extrema;
2. calculation of the shortest distance \( D \) between two adjacent extrema, and creation of a morphological structuring element, i.e. a disk of diameter \( D \);
3. estimating an upper (and lower) envelope using the mathematical morphology operation of grayscale+

\[ \varphi(x, y) = \kappa(x, y) + p(x, y). \] (6)
dilation employed using the structuring element to the image (and reversed image);
4. calculating the mean envelope as the arithmetic mean of lower and upper envelopes;
5. smoothing the mean envelope using an averaging convolution filter of size $D \times D$;
6. calculating a first bidimensional intrinsic mode function by subtraction of the mean envelope from the image;
7. continuing repetition of steps 1–6 using the calculated smoothed mean envelope for the next empirical mode extraction
8. stopping the whole process when the estimated disk diameter is too large (i.e. larger than half of the image).

The AFABEMD can be employed as a fringe pattern adaptive band-pass filter eliminating some part of the decomposition results (first BIMFs with high spatial frequencies correspond to higher harmonics and noise, whereas the several last modes are considered as fringe background). We apply the AFABEMD method both:
1. at the first step of Hilbert–Huang transform single-shot phase retrieval (fringe pattern pre-filtering removing first BIMF and several last ones according to the previously developed strategy [16]);
2. in a reference phase correction scheme (unwrapped HHT-retrieved phase distribution post-filtering).

3. The proposed modified variational image decomposition technique

Variational image decomposition is a relatively new method for background and noise removal from fringe patterns [22–25]. In this method the image is split into three components: the part containing background (structure), the one associated with fringes (texture), and noise. In this technique each of the decomposition components is modeled in a different function space and the result is obtained by minimization of designed functional. The choice of the appropriate function space and functional is an open issue which is constantly evolving to improve the decomposition capabilities.

Initially, VID was used to remove noise from images [28] and assumed image separation into structure (the main variability of the image) and texture (noise and small-scale repeated details). This way, high-frequency fringes would be qualified as noise. There are two approaches to overcome this problem: modeling the part associated with texture in different function spaces [29], or image separation into structure, texture and noise [30]. In the newest BV-G-shearlet model the parts associated with background, fringes and noise are modeled in the bounded variation (BV) space, the G space and the shearlet smoothness space, respectively. Minimization of the mentioned functionals is obtained using the orthogonal projection operator (BV and G space) [30, 31] and the shearlet shrink thresholding algorithm (shearlet smoothness space) [32]. The fringe image background may be considered as a low-frequency component and can be modeled as structure in the VID algorithm. Fringes encoding optical phase are regarded as texture. It was shown that VID enables background and noise removal from fringes [22–25]. We will present a novel contribution corroborating the ability of VID to remove periodic error from the unwrapped phase distribution. Phase structure is automatically preserved with texture (residual fringes) and noise removed. In general, the calculation scheme for variational image decomposition can be described as:

- initialization: $\text{noise}(0) = \text{texture}(0) = \text{structure}(0) = 0$,
- main variational image decomposition loop:
  
  $\text{noise}(n) = f - \text{structure}(n - 1) - \text{texture}(n - 1)$
  $-\text{SST} (f - \text{structure}(n - 1) - \text{texture}(n - 1), \delta)$,
  $\text{structure}(n) = P_{G} (f - \text{structure}(n - 1) - \text{noise}(n), N_{1})$,
  $\text{texture}(n) = P_{G} (f - \text{texture}(n) - \text{noise}(n), N_{2})$,

- end of iterations: $n = N$,

where $\text{SST}$ is shearlet shrink thresholding with a threshold $\delta$, $P_{G_{0}}$ and $P_{G_{1}}$ are orthogonal projection operators with $\mu$ and $\lambda$ coefficients, respectively, $N$ is the number of main variational image decomposition iterations, and $N_{1}$ and $N_{2}$ denote the number of projection operator iterations for texture and structure estimation, respectively. At this stage of the algorithm’s modification, we are focused only on finding the right number of orthogonal projection operators, because that has the greatest effect on the filtration result. The other parameters are responsible for ensuring the convergence of projection operator and energy distribution between decomposition components. Recommended values can be found in literature [30, 31] and their changing or adjusting is not a part of this work. As for the mentioned main variational image decomposition iterations, our experience shows that with properly defined projection operator iterations there is no need to repeat the calculations.

In the proposed modified variational image decomposition model, the parts connected with background and fringes are obtained using the orthogonal projection operator. In general, gradient-based methods are iterative, and we therefore expect to obtain a correct result after a specified number of algorithm steps. Furthermore, the result calculated in each consecutive step should be closer to the correct expected term rather than the one evaluated in the previous step, as long as convergence of the considered algorithm is preserved. In the first version of the variational image decomposition algorithm adapted to the fringe pattern filtration, the number of required steps of the projection operator was one of many parameters chosen by the user [22–25]. The task was not easy, and the suitable value of the mentioned parameter varies when analyzing different types of fringe patterns. Note that the problem of separation of closed fringes and the background described...
by Gaussian function is quite different from the problem of separation of open fringes and the background described by a more complicated function. Our statement is connected with the image spatial frequency analysis. The second case is well-separated in the frequency domain, and fringes and background do not mix in the decomposition result. The Gaussian function and spherical phase function are similar and therefore difficult to distinguish. The need to automate the process of finding the right value of the parameter has naturally arisen.

Based on the mentioned property of gradient-based optimization methods, the authors propose a novel method for defining the end of the calculations. Instead of assuming the number of required projection operator steps, we calculate the difference between the results \( (x_n, x_{n+1}) \) retrieved in two consecutive steps \( (\Delta, \text{equation (7)}) \). To do that, we must define the representative value for the matrix, which can be the matrix norm. We decided to divide the obtained difference by the norm calculated from the initial image \( f \) to make the results independent of initial values, and to make the method itself robust and versatile \( (\Delta_{\text{norm}}, \text{equation (8)}) \). In addition, we noticed that what is more important for the retrieved VID result is how the mentioned difference is changing, rather than the difference value itself, so the derivative of the norm was calculated \( (d\Delta, \text{equation (9)}) \). In order to unify the estimated results for background and fringe parts, the derivative values are divided by the error obtained for the first two steps, and finally a tolerance parameter is proposed \( (\text{tol}, \text{equation (10)}) \).

Summing up, the number of projection operator steps is not chosen by the user; it is calculated automatically during decomposition by assuming the error value, which is more intuitive. In addition, the right error value is rather similar for all types of fringe patterns, which makes the proposed method versatile and robust to the fringe pattern origin.

The proposed tolerance parameter greatly facilitates and improves user work. To mark the importance of this fact, figure 2 presents a comparison of the image filtration results obtained by the standard VID model and its modified version. Two synthetic fringe patterns with high (figure 2(a)) and low (figure 2(b)) spatial frequency terms were simulated. The backgrounds to be separated were identical in the two fringe patterns. It is worth noting that if decomposition parameters are selected properly (the minimum root mean square error (RMS) point in the chart) the result given by VID does not differ from that given by mVID; see figures 2(c), (d) and (g), (h). On the other hand, if the parameter values are not chosen as optimal, which in this case means the same decomposition parameters for high and low frequency fringes (the green line on the chart), the obtained result can be far from what is expected. Conversely, the same error tolerance value set for different fringe patterns ensures correct results; for comparison, see figures 2(e), (f) and (i), (j). A decrease in carrier spatial frequency caused leakage of fringe information to the VID structure term (figure 2(e)), whereas mVID contained most of the fringe energy in the texture term. All single-frame fringe pattern processing methods are sensitive to the spatial frequency of fringes. Generally, the lower the spatial frequency of fringes is, the higher the errors introduced into the demodulated phase function are. Corroboration of this feature can be observed in figure 2.
The calculation time needed to obtain fringe and background terms depends heavily on the number of projection operator iterations, which in turn depends on the assumed error tolerance value. The higher the error tolerance value, the fewer iterations are needed. In general, we must perform more iterations when analyzing closed fringes than for open fringes. It is also worth mentioning that the shearlet shrink thresholding algorithm used to denoise the variational image

Figure 2. Comparison of results obtained by (c)–(f) VID and (g)–(j) mVID.
decomposition is time-consuming, in some cases even more so than the projection operator. The estimated time for a single projection iteration of a $512 \times 512$ fringe pattern is around 0.2 s on a standard PC, while noise estimation using the shearlet shrink thresholding [30, 32] takes 50 times longer (10 s). One should notice that finding the optimal number of iterations plays a key role in the decomposition process, not only because of the obtained result but also due to shortening the calculation time. It can be seen in the chart attached to figure 2 that with the use of the tolerance parameter in cases of both high and low frequency fringes, calculations ended before the RMS error reached its minimal possible value. Some readers may consider this a disadvantage of the proposed method. However, it should be noted that the difference between estimated RMS and minimal RMS is small (2.22 $\times$ 10$^{-4}$ and 0.013 for high- and low-frequency fringes, respectively). At the same time we gained a computation time reduction, thanks to fewer iterations. In order to increase the accuracy of the retrieved result, we encourage lowering the tolerance value at the expense of calculation elongation. It should also be noted that with too many iterations, the RMS value increases due to low-frequency background leakage to the extracted part of fringes.

4. Numerical simulations

To study the proposed mVID approach, a synthetic fringe pattern was numerically generated with a carrier peaks phase function, uneven background, noise, and nonlinearities. It is presented in figure 3(a). For simulations, we used a Matlab computational environment. The synthetic interferogram can be described as:

$$I(x, y) = a(x, y) + \cos \left( \varphi + \frac{2\pi}{T} x \right) + n_{nd} \cdot \text{randn}(512),$$

(11)

in the case of open fringes, and:

$$I(x, y) = a(x, y) + \cos(\varphi) + n_{nd} \cdot \text{randn}(512),$$

(12)

in the case of closed fringes. In both equations, $x,y$ denote image coordinates simulated with the use of Matlab function `meshgrid(1:512)` for open fringes and `meshgrid(linspace(-pi, pi, 512))` for closed fringes, while $a(x,y)$ denotes background simulated as a Gauss function, $\varphi$ denotes phase function simulated here as a Matlab ‘peaks’ function for open fringes and spherical function ($\varphi = z \cdot (x^2 + y^2)$) relates to closed fringes, $T$ denotes the period of carrier fringes, $n_{nd}$ denotes the standard deviation of the noise, and `randn(512)` is a Matlab function, which enables us to simulate normally distributed pseudo-random numbers.

To recall the proposed calculation path, the first step is fringe pattern filtering with the use of the AFABEMD algorithm, and the second step is connected with estimating the phase function with the use of the spiral Hilbert transform. Both steps form a HHT. Figure 3(b) presents the phase distribution demodulated using the HHT and figure 3(c) depicts the overall phase demodulation error calculated by subtracting the simulated ground truth phase map from the retrieved one. One can clearly note the influence of noise and residual fringes originating from the fringe non-cosinusoidal (non-linear) profile and non-zero background term. Fringe pattern pre-filtering (the first part of the HHT) encompasses the AFABEMD decomposition and automatic noise removal and background rejection using the scheme reported in [16, 33]. The background, fringe, and noise components derived from the synthetic fringe pattern using the AFABEMD algorithm are depicted in figures 3(d)–(f), respectively.

The third step of the proposed calculation path is connected with demodulated phase enhancement. Undesired artifacts were removed using the proposed AFABEMD and mVID techniques. The AFABEMD method consists in the unwrapped phase map decomposition of a set of empirical modes and automatic residual smoothed phase term extraction, i.e., the last $M$ decomposition components are added. The number $M$ is determined using the condition that $M + 1$ added terms create a filtered phase with a higher root mean square (RMS) error than $M$ modes. An exemplifying decomposition of the erroneous HHT-retrieved phase, which can be seen in figure 3(b), is presented in figures 3(b)–(k), whereas figure 4(a) shows the error map of HHT-retrieved phase distribution corrected using the AFABEMD scheme. The filtered phase was calculated by summing all modes with numbers higher than 2 ($M = 9$, green frame). The so-called mode mixing phenomenon is observed in figure 4: a single component travels across several modes (figures 4(g)–(k)) and a single mode stores different components (figure 4(d)). Removing the first two modes is treated as a default strategy for AFABEMD phase enhancement.

The VID algorithm simply calculates the phase structure. The straightforward nature of this approach is clearly advantageous at this point. Three mVID components of the HHT demodulated phase distribution are depicted in figures 4(l)–(n) with filtered phase (mVID structure) in figure 4(l), residual fringes (mVID texture) in figure 4(m), and noise in figure 4(n). Figure 4(o) presents the phase error map after VID correction (preserving structure). Comparing the error maps retrieved by the HHT-AFABEMD and HHT-mVID methods, it is noticeable that the first one could not separate residual fringes and true phase successfully. This is connected with the mode mixing problem; more residual fringes removed implies more phase details filtered incorrectly. One can consider the fact that this issue could be also present in the case of mVID correction. Too many Chambolle projection algorithm iterations can cause leakage of phase details to the residual fringes part in the same way as was mentioned regarding fringe pattern filtration (background leakage to the fringes part). However, as was shown in section 3, tolerance value manipulation enables changing the end point of calculations and therefore the filtration result can be adjusted to user expectations.
The cross-sections through phase correction results presented in figure 5 show successful phase error reduction by the examined AFABEMD and mVID techniques. However, their slight tendency to fringe local shape variation is visible. (The main error areas are located around the phase function extrema, which is symptomatic of single-frame demodulation.) The underlying phase function should be smooth, i.e. as encountered in real optical component testing (lenses, etc.). The first of the analyzed phase distributions was encoded in high-frequency open fringes, which is connected with easier filtration in both the image and phase domains. Therefore, the value of error tolerance for the mVID algorithm might be higher than usual, which is related to the iteration number reduction. In this case, there are no visible border effects. The separation of concentric parasitic fringes and spherical phase function is definitely a more difficult issue. The error tolerance value must be more stringent and we can observe clear border effects, as shown in figure 5(b).

Next, a comprehensive analysis of isolated error sources was conducted. We studied the influence of nonlinearities, noise, background, and fringe spatial frequency on the studied AFABEMD and mVID phase correction efficiency. The regular VID method was not examined since it was already studied in the literature [22–25] and we proved the advantage of mVID in the previous section. Each studied case concerned a single separated error source and two phase functions, i.e. the carrier peaks phase function and spherical function, thus making our evaluation sensitive to differences in overall phase function shape. For each case, the plot representing the studied relations is provided alongside the exemplifying fringe patterns and their uncorrected or corrected phase error maps.

4.1. Error source analysis: fringe nonlinearity

Figure 6 presents the relation between the nonlinear gamma parameter describing the fringe nonsinusoidal profile deviation and RMS for the obtained phase distributions. The curves relating to the AFABEMD filtration method show a similar trend to those for no filtration case, while the mVID filtration method seems to be more stable and accurate. The influence of nonlinearity on fringe pattern intensity can be described as:

\[ I'(x, y) = I(x, y)\gamma, \]

where \( I'(x, y) \) denotes output and \( I(x, y) \) denotes input intensity. The increase of error value around \( \gamma = 1 \) (linear case) after phase filtration is worth mentioning. It is easy to explain in the case of mVID filtration that it is due to the decomposition nature. Unnatural ‘true’ phase decomposition into three components results in the loss of data. In order to
start the decomposition process for the AFABEMD algorithm, white Gaussian noise with a low standard deviation was added to the rather smooth phase function. In the $\gamma = 1$ case, this action also causes loss of data.

4.2. Error source analysis: fringe pattern noise

Figure 7 shows the relationship between the standard deviation of noise and RMS phase error. The noticeable increase in RMS value in the case of an unfiltered phase arises due to the suggested noise removal method (strong noise is present in a higher number of modes). Nonetheless, the proposed phase filtration algorithms can minimize not only errors resulting from nonlinearities but also from inappropriate fringe pattern pre-filtration. One should always keep in mind that strong, unfiltered noise can make phase retrieval difficult or even impossible. For weaker noise, the dominant source of error is nonlinearity, but with increasing standard deviation the noise takes the lead.
Figure 5. Cross-section of the phase function for (a) open fringes (peaks phase function, carrier fringes period 12 px) (note: higher tolerance for mVID, lower border effects), and (b) closed fringes (spherical phase function).
4.3. Error source analysis: fringe pattern background illumination

A simulated fringe pattern with variable background intensity can be described as:

\[ I(x, y) = ka(x, y) + b(x, y)\cos(\text{phase}(x, y)). \] (14)

Figure 8 describes the relation between final phase RMS errors and magnitude \( k \) of the added background \( k \) times described by Gaussian function (the peaks function was also studied, with a very similar outcome); see equation (9). The RMS values for low and high intensity backgrounds (low and high values of \( k \), respectively) are similar, which shows that the suggested background removal method is accurate and stable over a wide range. Again the mVID correction is the best, with one noticeable unintuitive feature, i.e. the error decreases with the increase of the background magnitude for spherical fringes. Once again the largest errors are observed around phase function extrema.

4.4. Error source analysis: fringe spatial frequency

Figure 9 depicts the RMS error curves for different spatial frequencies of fringe patterns with the same imperfections (noise and background levels). The mode mixing problem causes the increase of RMS value for high-frequency fringes in cases of an unfiltered phase. To be exact, the noise cannot be removed from the fringe pattern without removing high-frequency fringes (present in BIMF1) in the process. Hence, the first BIMFs must be preserved with all high-frequency noise. Although noise freely transfers from intensity into phase domain, our phase filtration algorithms can minimize noise-related errors successfully. Single-frame fringe analysis techniques generally cope better with high-frequency fringes, hence the increase of phase demodulation errors with the
increase of fringe period (spatial frequency decrease). In both presented cases, the influence of the noise was overcome; see figures 9(c) and 8(e). Improperly filtered noise in an image domain is a much simpler problem, even if it transfers into a phase domain, than the problem of parasitic fringes.

5. Experimental validation

For primary experimental verification, a set of five $\pi/2$ phase-shifted interferograms of silicon rectangular micromembranes was taken in a Twyman–Green type of interferometric microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) test station as described in [34]. A reference ground-truth phase corresponding to the membrane shape was calculated using the principal component analysis phase-shifting algorithm [35], unwrapped, and denoised using a Gaussian kernel ($31 \times 31$ px, sigma = 5). It is presented in radians in figure 10(a). A non-linear interferogram modified in Matlab by setting the gamma parameter of the correctly recorded frame to be equal to 2 is shown in figure 10(b) (initially it was equal to 1). The error map of the single-frame HHT-demodulated phase distribution is depicted in figure 10(c). Phase error maps after AFABEMD and mVID corrections are presented in figures 10(d) and (e). RMS values decreased from 0.37 radians to 0.05 (AFABEMD) and 0.07 (mVID), which is a very good result. The visible electrode pattern in the case of mVID filtration error confirms its detail preservation feature.

The second experimentally recorded fringe pattern, figure 11(a), stores information about the refractive index structure characterizing healthy prostate cells (RWPE-1). The given interferogram is representative of one of the most
popular and fastest-developing methods in biomedical full-field optical metrology, i.e. quantitative phase imaging [36–38] (QPI). In QPI the measurement is usually achieved by interference, e.g. digital holographic microscopy or interference microscopy. In the case of figure 11, a spatially multiplexed interference microscope described in [38] was used to record the fringe pattern. The HHT-retrieved phase function can be seen in figure 11(b). The clearly visible noise is the result of an inability to distinguish noise and fringes in interferogram pre-filtering (high-frequency fringes and noise stored together in the first BIMF). However, it can be clearly seen that both mVID (figures 11(c) and (d)) and AFABEMD (figures 11(e) and (f)) compensate for the mentioned phase errors. It is worth noting that parasitic interference fringes were also removed successfully. The mVID can be seen as advantageous in terms of detail preservation while the AFABEMD method employs more significant smoothing.

The last interferogram (figure 12(a)) analyzed using the proposed calculation path was registered with the use of the electronic speckle pattern interferometry setup described in [39]. The fringe pattern presents correlation fringes encoding information about in-plane displacements of the cantilever beam mounted on the left side and loaded at the opposite end. The result of HHT can be seen in figure 12(b). One can notice that the retrieved phase map is smooth (slowly varying) but noisy and with discontinuities. Considering that, it is a great candidate for testing the proposed phase enhancement method. The filtration result (the structure part of the mVID

---

**Figure 8.** Influence of background ($\gamma = 2$): (a) relation between final phase RMS errors and magnitude of the added background described by Gaussian function; (b), (f) analyzed fringe patterns with open and closed fringes, respectively ($k = 8$); (c), (g) phase error before filtration; (d), (h) phase error after mVID filtration; (e), (i) phase error after AFABEMD filtration.
decomposition) is presented in figure 12(c), and the neglected part (the texture and noise parts of the mVID decomposition) is presented in figure 12(d). For comparison, the AFABEMD results are presented in figures 12(e) and (f). It is worth noting that in the texture and noise part (figure 12(d)), no phase details are visible but only nonlinearities corrupted the result after previous calculations. In the case of AFABEMD filtration, some of the phase information was removed incorrectly.

6. Closing remarks and perspectives

We would like to sum up and emphasize the novel contributions presented in the manuscript.

1. A novel methodology for phase error removal based on the empirical and variational image decomposition. For the first time, both techniques were used for phase error
reduction. The proposed concept differs significantly from the fringe pattern intensity domain processing. Fringe filtering enables the recovery and preservation of the image term associated with a fringe oscillatory component (discarding the low-frequency background and high-frequency noise), whereas in phase domain filtering we aim to eliminate the parasitic oscillatory component (parasitic residual fringe pattern) present due to uneven background and nonlinearity errors (fringe filtering and phase demodulation imperfections). In this way we propose a novel, robust loop for fringe filtering and phase refinement based on especially tailored modified empirical and variational image decomposition. It is insightful to realize that the same techniques, with slight but crucially efficient modifications, can serve the purpose of error reduction in both fringe intensity domain and phase domain. Comprehensive yet straightforward double-domain filtering provides enhanced measurand recovery (such as the shape of the micromembrane), i.e. the task of fringe pattern based optical full-field measurement techniques (such as interferometry, structured illumination, moiré methods, holography and quantitative phase imaging [36–38]), where the impact of this work is focused.

2. A novel, modified variational image decomposition (mVID) method with unique properties and significant advancements over regular VID:

2.1 Automation, so there is no need for time-consuming blind parameter (number of iterations) estimation. The proposed decomposition tolerance solution determines when variational decomposition is finished, and it stops automatically after reaching the pre-assumed tolerance threshold.

2.2 Versatility introduced by a normalized tolerance parameter set to $10^{-5}$. The proposed value should provide successful decomposition for different kinds of fringe patterns (closed fringes, open fringes, strong Gaussian background, etc). We have used this value throughout the paper.

3. Detailed studies of the proposed mVID technique using a numerically simulated environment and real-life experiments corroborating its effectiveness and thoroughly evaluating advantages over the reference method and limitations.

From the viewpoint of execution time, the AFABEMD algorithm is the more attractive. The mVID image classification
Figure 11. Healthy prostate cells analysis. (a) Registered interferogram; (b) HHT-retrieved phase function; (c) phase error removed using mVID (texture + noise decomposition components); (d) corrected phase function by mVID; (e) phase error removed using AFABEMD, and; (f) corrected phase function by AFABEMD.
takes several minutes, whereas AFABEMD (optimally implemented using mathematical morphology) can automatically filter the same 512 × 512 px image in around one second. The mVID method has the advantage of straightforwardly organizing a fringe pattern into a noise, fringe, and background parts. Conversely, the AFABEMD requires an automatic modes allocation strategy if it is to perform well. It is important to emphasize that AFABEMD decomposition needs extrema in the image in order to extract well-scaled and meaningful modes. In cases of successful pre-filtering, the unwrapped phase function can contain fringe-like errors smooth enough to be extrema-less. In this case, it is crucial to add white noise with very low variance to seed extrema artificially and provide a valid base for meaningful AFABEMD decomposition. Another sound approach assumes no denoising in fringe pattern pre-filtering (only background removal, for efficient HHT operation). This concept can be employed until the noise level is too heavy for phase unwrapping. The VID is free of such limitations, and additionally exhibits better detail preservation. The VID-enhanced experimental phase error contains a characteristic electrode pattern (active silicon micromembrane studies) whereas AFABEMD removed it successfully; see figure 10. The phase correction scheme presented in this contribution combined with AFABEMD pre-filtering and 2D Hilbert phase demodulation can be seen as a complete solution for full single-shot fringe processing and analysis path.

In future studies, we will focus on developing efficient extrapolation schemes to avoid the border effect problem. In this paper, we assumed that we have a perfect extrapolation procedure, simulating or recording images and taking into account their central regions. One can also imagine an experiment where interesting fringes are contained in the center of the field of view.
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